
Robert 
Maillart 1872-1940 

•  Design using 
calculations 
informed by 
testing, 
aesthetics and 
calculation 



Aesthetics? & Constrution? 
•  For Billington: 

–  The least cost 
–  The least material 
–  The most expression 

•  The study or theory 
of the beautiful 

•  For Maillart: beauty 
is the visual 
harmony that results 
from the expression 
of the truth of forces 
in material 



Where is the truth? 

Stauffacher Bridge 1899 3 hinge arch, 129 foot span 

Where is the concrete? 

Where are the hinges? 

Where is the expression of 
thinness? 

Cracks developed here 



Behind the stone 



Hidden behind the stone 

•  “Transverse walls 
connecting the deck 
to the arch” 

What did Telford teach us about loading an arch? 
Is this the same or different? Why? 



TUBES! ….Maillart has an idea 
•  “Transverse? No 

longitudinal walls 
connecting the deck 
to the arch” 

–  Sounds like Stephenson’s box tube 
at the Menai Straits crossing in 1850 



Zuoz…no stone…no cracks 

Zuoz Bridge 1901 3 hinge arch, 125 foot span 

Longitudinal walls connecting deck to arch 



Tavanesa, 3 hinges, no crack zone 

Tavanesa Bridge 1906 3 hinge arch, 167 foot span 



What does this look like? 

Longitudinal Walls 
connecting deck to 
arch 

Section through Tavanesa Bridge 



Tavanasa Bridge 1905, avalanche destruction 1927 



Less material + less cost  is More Structural art ? 

Aarburg Bridge 1911 Photo: structurae.de, Kurian 



Aarburg Bridge 1911 Photo: structurae.de, Kurian 



Back to Telford? 

•  Tsielbach bridge 
1925 



Design 
Build 

Maillart & 
Prader 

Salginitobel Bridge 1930 



Salginatobel Bridge 1930 295 foot main span 





Salginatobel Bridge 1930 295 foot main span Photo: structurae.de, Pedrazzini 



Photo: structurae.de, Kurian 



Photo: structurae.de, Kurian 



Schwandbach Bridge 1933 



Crowning achievement 

Schwandbach Bridge 1933 



Schwandbach Bridge 1933 



Photo: structurae.de, Widmer 



Morandi’s concrete hinge  
…not just for thermal stress anymore 



Ricardo Morandi 
Storm River Viaduct 1956 









Turin 
Exhibition 
Hall 1961 



Push up, pull down 



Force intensity = Steel density 







The end of 
the line…
anchor to 

earth 







Dirt detail 





Almost the Palais des 
Machines 



Building as Bridge, Alitalia 
Hangar, Rome 1965 



656 x 300…main floor 4.5 acres 



For 5 points applied to your midterm or final (only) email me the name of a 
recent (post 1970’s) cable supported roof (not a flexible membrane roof) by 
5PM Friday March 30. 










